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Alaska Law Lures Michigan Summer Associates
By Rebecca Redosh
They wanted an alternative to thP
usual big city law firm summer.
They trudged to the placement office,
waded through the blue books and
decided on a far-off land where a sense
of adventure and a rugged enlhusiasm
for the outdoors are prerequisites. ThE'
three Michigan law students found their
alternative in Alaska.
Though
they
have
trouble
distinguishing whether they originally
went to Alaska for the job or the vacation,
in the end, they said they received the best
of both.
'Tve wanted to go to Alaska ever
_...-

since I reod National Geographic when I
was a kid,"' said John Sedor, a third-year
lnw studt-nt. So during the summer of his
first year nt law school, inst<'ad of trying
for a New York or Chicago position, he
headed north to Alnska. In Anchorage,
he interned for Bankston & McCollum.
Sedor's desire for an alternative
summer was not unique. Paul SeyfE?rth,
also a third-year Jaw student, spent that
summer in the same firm as Sedor.
"Alaska is a place where the personal
opportunities are very good," Seyferth
said. So good, in fact, that Seyfenh
concluded his second summer, which he
spent in Hawaii, with a two-week stint in

LAW L\BRAR'l

Dave Purcell, another third-year law
student,
interned for
firms
in
Cincinnati, Atlanta and Dallas before he
took off n semester to work for the Alaska
Supreme Court. That experience was his
best, he said.
They went to Alaska to work, but it's
the weekends outdoors and the scenery
the intel-ns most remembered.
"Every day you're aware of your
surroundings because it's so different
than what you've ever seen before,"
Purcell sajd.
From his office, Sedor saw snow
covered mountains with the glistening

Mountains surround Anchorage o n
three sides and the Pacific Ocean bounds
the fourth. The stunning beauty of the
slate and the outdoor activities were lhe
highlights of their experiences there.
Though ice and snow comes to mind
when Alaska is mentioned, the summer
temperatures
were
similar
to
Michigan's, Sedor sajd, because o f the
warm Pacific trade winds. DayligM
prevailed for18 hours during the summer
which left time for outdoor activities after
a day at the office.
As one of their extra-curricular
see STUDENTS page nine
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Cook Inlet at their base.

Alaska.
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Moot Court Kicks Off
By Steve Hwtter

llow many law students dream about
delivering an oral argument. in front of
the SuprE'me Court of the United States?
For most of us it will never happen und fi>r
those lucky few jt will take years of hard
work, but a taste of thnt legal expenence ts
being offl.'red hy the 1986-1987 Campbell
Moot Court Competion. The introductory
meeting fnr the competition is today at
p.m. in room
for all second nnd third
year students willing to tnko on Lht>
challenJ!P.
This year's Moot court will be judgNI
by non� otht>r than Justice Wilham J.
Brennan, one of the most liberal juslicc•s
on the current Supreme Court. Bn>nnnn's
colleaguo?s will be Judge Abner ,J. 1\likva
of the D.C. Circuit, os well ns Judgt�
Deancll Rel'ce T&.chn, a 1\lichignn

4:30

250

alumnus who is currently on the 1 Uth
Circuit bench.
This yl'nr's topic has been announced
as the constitutionality of drug testing.
The specific facts and actual problem will
be forthcoming, hopefully at
the
introductory meeting today.
In addition to th<' topic, the Campbell
Board has instituted some procedural
changes in this year's competition. Once
again, all participants will be required to
argue in tho (jrst round. However, lhis
yenr team members can elect to have one
or both tt>am members argue in the semi
final round. It is hoped that �his change
\vill encourage peoplP to form teams even
if both members have a string desire to
argue orally. The final round will �till
huvo only one orator per side.
The Campbell Board, which consists

$.1000 was a wrong__[Lumber

sec
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:.'!loot Court room a\\-ail:i the hardy souls who will bmve Lhe in�tion of the judges.

Senate Cuts Off Basement Groups' Phone Cash
By Jim Komie

�

.
As nny law student on a tl gh budget
_
knows, the monthly phone btll
1 8 not a
pretty sight. Now that the Law School
Student Sl'nate finds itself ptnching
penni � s, t e phone bills that student
org�m zatiOns
ave r u n up are
begmm_ �� to look JUSt as unpleasant.
Trndttionall!, t e Senat� as allowed
student organtzatJOns �nh�t d access
_
to �he long-dtstance hne tl tts offic�,
asking only that the callers record their
.
phone calls 10 the log. The Senate would
.
then c�orge the groups f?r thel: use.
According to Treasurer Grul Harrts, the
Senate last year wound up paying for
of p one calls that were ma e but.
.
not clrumed. We had a lot of unclrumed

�

�

�

$G00-7�0

�

�
�

�

- meaning unlogged - long-distance
phone calls in the Senate office."
To remedy this abuse, the Senate has
decided to remove the office key from its

not so secret hiding place in the Senate
mailboxes. They hope that this will cut
down on unauthorized use of the phone.
Each senator will have a key to the office,
and there will be a key secreted in
another place.
To make phone calls, student or -

ganitations will have to come to the
Senate Office during any senator's
office hours. The Senate plans to issue
keys to certain organizatjons for use
during their "peak" seasons of lonlidistance phone use, such as when HLSA
is making recruitment calls. Each call
will be charged to the organization's
Senate account which allocates a certain

�

amount for usi g the telephone.
Beginning this year, the LSSS is
dividing up the money they give t� each
student group into allocations for specific
purposes - a "line-by-line basis," as
Harris put it. Each group will have a
phone

allotment,

a

photocopying

allotment, etc. If any group wanls to go
over their phone allocation, thl'y will
have to go to the Senate for approval.
Such overruns would be subtracted from
money allocated to the group for olher
purposes.
Another area where the LSSS plans to

tighten

its money belt is in the
maintainance of telephones in the offices

of various organjzations. Even though
these phones have only local service,
Harris says that they cost. the Sennte "at
least
every year. The Senate is
convinced that a substantial portion of
this figure comes from non-business
calls.
Currently, there are local-service
in
the
offices
of
the
phones
Environmental Law Society, the
National Lav.'Yers' Guild, the Hispanic

$1,000"

Law Students Association, the Black Law
Students Association, and the Women
Law Students Association. There is also

a ph�nc on the 7th flool �f Legal Research
that lS shared by the Jewtsh Law Students
Association, the International Law
Society,
and
Student
Funded

Fellowships. The Res Gestae has a phone
it its office with long-distance service
that is funded independently of Senate
money.
The Senate has decided that it will no
longer fund local-service telephones in
the offices of these student organizations.
According to Harris, the senators have
"talked to all the organizations and just
aren't convinceli that they need the
phones. Even organizations that don't
abuse local calls probably don't use the
phone enough to justify spending the
money. They can have office hours to
take incoming phone calls in the Senate
Office.''

Groups that want to have phones will
have to get money from outsjde sources.

see SENA'T't page nine
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Leiter's Arguments Condemned
TotheRC:
Oh, please, please, hire Brian Leiter (contributer of
last week's letter "Feds are Pond Scum")

a full-time

columnist. Mr. Leiter is shocked that this law school,
free

encourages a

which

ideas

exchange of

by

supporting groups of various political orientations,
should also modestly support a group which modestly

The Ret OtJiac: b publhhcd tvny Wfdnuday 4urtnl tne tquW � ).:a&! oy

O!>Onloru uprrucd in bylinrd

\ludrnu althe Unovruhy or M�<:hl pn '-""' Scl>ool.

as

anida au lhO.tc O( lhtlr IUihOn, end do n<M f�C:"Cft�Arllyttprn.mttMopirtion ofthe

promotes ideas which are representative of values

«<horl•lmtr. Artlcln m•r be rcP<Inor� by pmrol»lon PfO•Id«<thr author and this

widely cherished among Americans. The thought that

n(w•papcr •r� c:r tdlttd and noelntd MaJIIna addu:u: <tOI Hutchins Hall, Untvt:rsit)l

the Feds (to whom I, incidentally, have no connection)
might be dedicated to somethjng many might consider

of MlchiJan l.lw School. Ann Arbor, Ml 41109-IZIS. Phone: (liJ)76�lU.

"socially constructive" is impossible for a mind like
Leiter's. A phalanx of Willian F. Buckleys couldn't do
as much as one Mr. Leiter to expose the essentially

NoBYO
It has come to our
students like to drink

strident, intolerant and authoritarian character of the

attention that law
and have parties.

It is also apparent
That's okay with us.
Senate
Student
School
Law
the
that
this
for
money
of
lot
a
allocates
endeavor. Once again, no problem.
the
that
argue
may
people
orne
on
spent
be
not
should
funds
enate
law
in the
people
some
because
booze
school don't drink or don't patronize the
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partie .
L
In
do.
students
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many
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of
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overwhelming
the
addition,
only
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S
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get
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what
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for
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something

money
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most
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committee
the social
to
given
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as well
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suggest
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However,
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but the last
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final
social
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senate
committee
4,860.
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I 0,350
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Already

this
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Brian Leiter's letter, "Feds Are Pond Scum" (The
Res Gestae , Oct. 1, 1986) illustrntes wonderfully why

spectre

and

freedom

of

of the liboml agenda. However, we now learn from M r .
Leiter and from hecklers o n campuses across t h e
country that theso freedoms arc reserved only for those
with the "right" ( or should J say "left's") views. So, for
instance, Jeane Kirkpatrick and Antonin Scalia are
not to be allowed

to

speak, merely because their views

may make sense to those willing to listen.
This

fear

intelligent

th(' American people are n o t

that

enough

t o make

their

own political

decisions is what is at 1ssue when Mr. Leiter refers to
Reagan as the "Great Prevancator" and points to how
"sensibilities are degenernling" in the United States.
It is this elitism by American liberals that has
alienated

the

Amencnn

the liberal ideology that he so ft>rvently beltc\·cs in has

'><'f'

electorate and has left

pa{W three

Rozen Conde1llllS Heckler's Veto
By Reid Rozen
When Georgi' Wash1n�:rton acct'pted the British
effectively

Yorktown,

surrender

at

American

Rovolulion,

the

band

ending

played a

the
tune

appropriately entilled "The World Turned Upside
Over

Down."

rentunes

two

later,

the

Reagan

Revolution has had just. about the some topsy-turvy
effect on the American political world.

Indeed, how

else can some things be oxplnined?
Like,

for

exam pie,

self·proclai med

liberals

opposing free speN:h.
RadJcal feminists try to define pornography as
"graphically explicit l>Ubord1nation of women," a
i on wh1ch would take ofT the book
wooly-minded definu
shelves both Screw Maga::me nnd The Taming of the
Shrew. Students protest against CIA inteniewers on
campus nnd profes!'Ors requesting government grants
for Star Wnrs research. Conservattve speakers appear
and are heckled Into s1lence by opponents who exercise
their rights of fre<' speech to drov. n out dissenting
\' iews.

In

the pn,t )'€.'or I got a chance to see these new

opponents of fr� &peech in action, when, on the steps of
the M1ch1�nn Union, V1ce-Pres1dent George Bush
deliverPd

what

tmngine

I

was

a

speech

commemorating Lhr founding n f the Peace Corps.

Weimar Republic, tht•1·o \\Oulcl not have been any
Nazis of the 1930s nnd J 9•JQ, to worry about. Therefore,
if we cnn leru·n nnyth1ng from the past, it is that
unpopular groups which "don't deserve a platform"
should

bo denied

thl' right to he heard. Yet if we learn

from history we should nlso n()te that one of the first
th1ngs the Nnzis did upon nttnining power was to
silence their opponents.
Unpopular causes are still popular with many
liberals; the ACLU, af\.er nil, defended the free speech
rights of American Nazis. It is therefore ironic that the
partisans of unpopular libt'ral causes should attempt to
mute the propont>nts of unpopular conservative causes.
There seems to be a drive for unanimity of opinion that
1s anllthet1cal to the ideals of our democracy: free
speech ineVltnbly inspires a cacophony, not a chorus of
voices.

Any indrvidunl or organization may claim to

possess the only true or JUst or viable solution to a
problem, but such solutiOns have never been arrived at
by ehmmnring the sources of dissent.
[t would be tragic to th1nk that the causes these
liberals espoul!t>, such as the Bush-heckler's prized
X1caraguans, hnvl' no vitality or force of their own
that the power of persu,1,;1on is found not in the moral
nnd intellt>ctual foundations which underlie the
movement, but 1n the lung capacity of its adherents. B y

drawn to thl' event more by the

mmntnimng that tht' trnmc i n ideas should b e limited

magnetic nnd enigmotic prr·sonnhty of I lnrold Shapiro
thnn by th€.' dnppc.>l' VN •p, I stnycd to hear Bush's

disservice to lht>mst•IV<'S and to the system they pretend

Although J ndmit 1

\\:lll

r"mnrks. InstMrl, I hrnrd nuthing else but the lunatic

to a one·way stn•<'t,

Right now therE' nrc hundreds of groups, reflecting

a

wos murdering p1• oph• in (\•nlrnl Arn�>rica.
Unfortunnt<'ly, thiN rnol·on was not alone; his
fellows

W{'r!'

All of thl'ln chanting slogans,

l<' ginn

corryin� nlofl

scr('aming

po>l<'r!l,

epithets,

and

these "liberals" do a great

to espott&'.

rnving11 of some 1d1oL who krpL yt•llrng LhnL Ct>orgc Bush

· l :shadings, who stake out the
wide vnriety of polilrln

morn! high l,'Touncl ns thl'lr manifest destiny.

These

morn! monopolists oftl'n have httle patience with those
who disngrC't> with thrm.

Unfortunately, the hecklers

who, inspir<•d by the ft•n·or of their cause and the sound
of their own voice:;, :stlflf' the d1ssonant notes of their

chance to chuckle quie•ly in

fOt's, are usually guilty <•f nothing more than ignorance

find

words of C<'orgt: Bush of
sohtnry cont<'mplution

,1

When asked by an annoyed

won't
money
be
of B.Y.O.B. \\ill

and bad manners.

W<'rl.' these cnmes, Judith �tartin
The ill-mannered

wou)d.be list<'nt•r to Mhnt up, thr Jerk who was so

would bt> on the Supr('ml.' Court.

violently :.olicitous of the 1'\Jcan•guans welfare stated

libt>rals must con,equently educate themselves on the

st>Jf.a,surrdly th.•l Gt org<' Dush didn·t. deserve a
platform from

\\h1ch

hi :>fW:lk, nnd

th£>n•fi>n.'

tht>re was

nothing \\Tong in try1ng to clt>pr1ve him of lhnt forum.

hopefully
the

Oct.1,1986

To theRC:

expression

of

Freedom

association have trnditionnlly been an important part

depriving anyorw who wunted to heur the deathless

as

booze).
year,

Cameron Sawyer 3-112 L

Antonin Scalia should not be invited to speak in the law
school.

cash.

dry,

can

to get Mr. Leiter into politics.

speakers of the "caliber" of Clarence Pendelton and

gen€.'rally crratlf1g n nui�nnce of themselves and

unfortunate,
though
parties.
fewer
ha'e
Committe

funds for an endowment (perhaps the Feds would help)

Mr. IA-1ter argues that the "existence" of the
Federalist Society should not be allowed and that

be

not

could

cold.

probably

is

(unless

the

American left today. In fact, we should try to raise

lost cred1b1hty With the Amencan people. The problem
boils down to one of hypocrisy and of elitism.

This nq;:unwnt might wt.>ll be cnllcd the ··xnzi
Titeor}."
h.1d,

m

It gnos �>Oinl'thrng hkl' tlus: 1f thE' Germans

tlH' 1920,, dcpnv<'d Lht• :\ntiS of their ability to

speak frt•t•ly tn tht> strN•ts nncl I.IC!er sardens of thP

valuE' of informed dissent, nnd learn that the system
which opt>rntt>s w prott•ct th(' right of free speech for a
cloth-h.-nded pro·Sandinista loony is the some one
wh1ch S•W(' C<'org(' Bush the chance to say a few words
on behalf of the Pt>nce Corps. The platform for ideas is
amaz1ngl) Iorge enough to accomodnte both of them,
\�ithout on(' nt:'eding to jostle the other ofT.
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Letters

Give Us Substance, Not Dogma

from page two

Democrats, as Mr. Leiter says, looking for wnys to
"parrot" Republicans.
While many liberals are finding wRys to adopt to
tlte changing concerns of the American people, others
continue to believe that the American people cnn be
manipulated. They believe that people will react
blindly to certain "truths" and "theories" thnt only "a
few" can really understand. The stimuli for these
conditioned reactions are certain buzz phrases wh1ch,
not surprisingly, appear prominently in :\ir. Leiter's
Jetter: ..social agenda," "social regress," rncinl
minorities," "the dispossessed," "Ed Meese," "world
of inequity,· "human suffering," "reactionary
judges,� "sensibilities," "anti-black policies,"
"Ronald Reagan," to name but a few.
Mr. Leiter not only mistrusts the sensibilitiPs of the
American people, but, what is perhaps more troubling,
he mistrusts the sensibilities of the students and
professors of th1s Jaw schooL (I counted at least five law
professors 10 Room 100 when Mr. Scalia spoke.) \Vhat
is so evil about the views of the FedPralist Society, Mr.
Scalia, :\lr. Pendleton, or Mr. RPagnn that thPy should
be excluded from "the marketplace of 1deas?" Maybe
Mr. Leiter, a renowned student of Nietzsche, t;hould
stop going around crying like a madman: "Rcngnn is

dead, Reagan is dead!" Mere words can not. silence the
\vill of the American people.
Manuel Utset 3L
•

To the ReJJ Gesteu?:
Oct.5,l986
I found Brian Leiter's letter attacking the Federalist
Society (Res Gestae, October 1, 1986) t.o be very
disturbing. I was disturbed not by the fact thot Leiter
chose to att.eck the Federnlists, but by the methods Leiter
employed in making his attack.
Leiter's letter is merely an exercise in name
calling. He labels Antonin Sca1ia a "tight-ass
reactionary judge," Clarence Pendleton an "Uncle
Tom," Reagan's economic and social agenda
"reactionary and perverse," and the Federalist Society
"a group committed to social regress and an increase
in human suffering.'' Yet, Leiter fails to attack the
substance of the policies and ideology supported by
Scnlia, Pendleton, Reagan, and the Federalists. He
simply dismisses the policies by labelHng them anti
black and perverse, and dismisses the ideology by
saying that it rationalizes these policies.
Leiter strongly implies that the Federalists and
Reagan arP committed to socinl regress and to a
dismantling of the rights and entitlements of racial

The Student Funded Fellowships Board would like to thank and
acknowledge the law firms that have indicated their support of the
SFF program and their interst in the concerns of Michigan
students by responding to this fall's employer solicitation.
The following firms have agreed to
Arent, Fox, Kitner, Plotkin & &1Im
Washington, D.C.
Arky, Freed, Sttarms, Washingwn
Miami, Florida
Baird, Holm, McEacher, Pederson,
Hammon & Strasheim
Omaha, Nebraska

Maddin, \V1'i11er, Houser,
Wantell & Roth•
Soulhlield, Michigan
Mayer, Brown & Piau•
Chicago. Illinois
Mayor, Doy & Caldwell

Cahill, Cordon & Reindel
New York, New York

Houston, Texas

Cleary, Cotlleib, Stten & Hamilton•
New York, New York

McDermo/1, Will & Emery
Chicago, fllinois

.

Sonnenschein, Carlin, Nath & Rosenthal
Phoenix, Arizona
Stearns, Weaver, Miller
Miami, Florida
Stein, Moran & Westerman
Ann Arbor, Michignn
Streich, Long, Weeks & Cardon
Phoenix, Arizona
Stinson, Mag & Fi2zell
Knnsas Cily, Missouri
Stoel, Riues, Boley, Fraser & \Vyse

Portland, Ore go n

Cravatlo, Swain & Moore
New York, New York

Mtller, Canfield, Paddock & Stone
Delroil, Michigan

Crowell & Morinfr
Washington, D.C.

Morgan, l.A!wi.� & Bockius
Philadelphin, Pennsylvania

Davis, Polk & Wardell
New York, New York

Palmer & Dodge
Boston, MossachusctlS

Dykema. Gossett. Spencer,
Goodnow & Trigg
Detroit, Michigan
Gordner, Corum & Douglas
Chicago, Tllinois
Hansell & Post
Atlanta, Georgia
Jones, Doy, Reavis & Pogue
C leveland. Ohio

PeUit & Martin
Washington, D.C.
Rc"d, Smith, Shaw & McC/a•
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania ·
Reuben & Proctor
Chicago, Tlliooi s
Ro:;e, Schmidt, CluJpman,
Duff & Nash>y
Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania

Kirkland & Ellis
Chicngo, Illinois

Schwarl.z & Freeman
Chicago, Illinois

Kirkpatrtck & Lockner/
Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania

Sherman & Howard
De nver, Colorado

Lotnom & Watkins•
Los An�:ecles, California
Lord, Bi,�,�e/1 & Brook
Chicago, Illinois

Skadden. Arps, Slott..
New York, New York
Simpson, Thacher & Bart/ell
New York, New York

David CarroU

The following firms made a direct contribut ion
to the SFF fundraising campmgn.
· . Lone, Powell, Mou & Miller

match SFF pledges

Lord, Day & Lord
New York, New York

minorities, the handicapped, and the dispossessed.
view is too simplistic. Couldn't Reagan's policies
also be viewed as protecting the rights of individuals to
keep for themselves the product of thoir lnbor? Do
certain people have the inherent right to a certain
standard of living? If so, which people have this right,
and how is this standard to be defined'! Does the
government have the right to force wealthier people to
surrender their wealth so that this standard of living
may be supported? ls such use of government. force a
violation of the rights of the wealthier people?
These are tough questions to think about, and I don't.
claim to have all of the answers. But they are
fundamental to the debate over Reagan's social and
economic policies. Unfortunately, many people simply
dismiss these questions by assuming that only a cruel,
uncaring, racist could raise them. This is the easy
approach -the approach that Brinn Leiter took 1n his
letter. This approach breeds hatred a n d
misunderstanding, which is dnngerous t o us all. This
is what disturbs me.
I don't know how eifectively Leiter can argut
against the substance of the policies and ideology with
which he disagrees, but I think that it is important lhnt
he try.
Th.is

Sul/ir;an & Cromwell
New York, New York
Th£/en., Marrin, Johnson & Bridges•
San Francisco, California
Van Cott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy•
SalL Lake City, Ut.ah

·

·

Arnstein, Gluck, Lehr, Barron & Milligan
Chicago, Dlinois
Bishop, Lieberman, Cook
Washington, D.C.
Butzel, Long, Oust, Klein & Van Zile
Delroi l, Michigan

Seattle , Washington

Madckn, Weiner
Southfield, Michigan
McDonough, Holland, & Allen
SacromcnLo, California
Mudge, Rose, Gulhrt�,

Cadwalader, �Vickersham & Taft
New York, New York

Ale:mnchr & Ferdon

CluJpma.n & Cutler
Chicago, illinois

Nagelberg & Resnick
Chicago, Dlinois

Now York, New York

Perkins & Coie
Seattle, Washington

Debevoise & Plimpton
New York, New York

Pillsbury, Ml'ldison & Sutro
San Francisco, Cn li fomio

D'Ancona & Pflaum
Chicago, D li nois

Proskauer, Rose, Goetz, & MtndelS()hn.
New York, New York

Dow, Lohnes & A1bert.son
Washington, D.C.

Ross, Dixon, & Mosback
Washington, D.C.

Dykhouse & Wise
Detroit, Michigan

Ross & Rardies
Chicago, ll\iools

Gel berg & Abrams
New York, New York

Rutan & Tuclter
Costn Mesa. Californin

Ccndel, Rwoff
Los Angeles, California

Varnum, Riddering, Schmidt, & Nowlett
Grand Rapids, Michigan

Goodwin, Procter & Hoar
Boston, Massachusetts

Veddu, Price, Kaufman & Kammholy•
Chicago, illinois

Hancock, Rothert
San Francisco, Calif ornin

WochteU, Lipwn, Rosen & Katy
New York, New York

Hertzberg, Jacob & Wei.ngarlt'n
Detroil. Michigan

Sidley & Austin
Chicago, Illinois

Jenner & Block
Chicago, Dlinois

Simpson & Mof'(1J1
Birmingham, Michigan

Gessler, Wexler. Flynn,

Simpson, Thatcher, Bartlett
New York, New York

\\"e1l, Cot.shal & Manges
New York, New York

*These firms also made
direct contributions.
Allen, MaJkins, Leek, Gamble & ,\[al/ory
Los Angeles, California
Arnold & Porter
Washington, D.C.

Schu.maJtcr, Loop & Kendrick
Toledo, Ohio
Latu O{ficts of Benjamin 0. Schwenckner, Jr.
Lnnsiog, Michi�an

Laswell & Fleu;chmontl
San Francisco, California
Kallen, Muchin, Zauis, Pearl & Caller
Chicago, lllinois
Latham, Watkons
Chicago, l ll inois
Kaufmlln & Konoholtz
Chicago , fllinois

Spears, Lubersky, Campbell
Portland, Oregon
Su/liuon & Worceswr
Boston, Mn!ISnchusctts
\Villlarns & Montgomery
Chicago. nJinois
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Senate Tightens Control Over Budget
approving the budget in its entirety, the

By Linda Kim
The Law School Senate's first-year
members eased into their new careers as
senators at Monday's interesting

yet

official

budget.
"This was so we would have more
control over what [the groups] spent, so the

relatively uneventful meeting.
Election

senate tried to line item each group's

Michael

Weil

money wouldn't be spent on things like

announced the four winners of last week's

beer

first-year senate race: Kecia Boney, Dave

explained.

Dnvis,

students have expressed concern about the

Michael McMurray

and

Doug

After welcoming the new senators
and making the rest of the senate give
their "who am I and why am I here"
blurbs, President Reggie Turner turned to
the senate's recently passed budget and its
procedure

Turner

pizza

get-togethers,"

"The

frivolous expenses

Tom a.

new

and

for

explained

allocating
that

rather

funds.
than

he

administration and
these groups have

had."
By line itemizing each expense on

a

group's budget, the senate can make sure
the group doesn't act contrary to the goals it

groups can still come beforo the senate if
there is a legitimate change in their
spending plans,

so

the budgeting process is

relatively flexible. Harris said she would
be explaining the new system at a meeting
Tuesday for all organizations receiving
funding.
In other business,

Vice President

Bruce Courtade brought up the problem that

senator

Kecia

Boney

asking the perennial question, "What
about undergrnds in the reading room?'"
Senate members discussed this a bit,
finally concluding that, unfortunately,
nothing could really be done to kick them
out.

students who no longer live in the Lawyers
Club cannot get their mail forwarded to
their new address. He su ggested that the
Senate somehow get involved, maybe by

stated when it initially requested the

volunteering to sort this mail until the end
of the first semester each year. The senat('

money.

decided to wait until further discussions

Treasurer Gail Harris noted that the

First-year

brought up her first constituent problem,

Finally, Turner encouraged senators
lo join the newly formed ABA Law Student
Division.

If 35% of Michigan's law

sLudents join, he said, the ABA will match
expenses of up to $750 for ench event.

with the housing division.

Robins, Zelle, Larson & Kaplan
of Minneapolis, Minnesota
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

Tuesday, October 28
for positions with the firm during summer, 1987
Students' interview request cards arc due in the Place ment Office on
October 10

Rose, Schmidt, Chapman, Duff
& Hasley
o f Pittsburgh, Harrisburg and Washington. Pennsylvania
Washington, D.C. and San .Juan, Puerto Rico
Detroit and Ann Arbor, Michigan
Morgantown, West Virginia
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

Monday, October 27

Reid & Priest
of New York, New York
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

Thursday, October 23 and
Friday, October 24
for positions with the firm during summer, 1987
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
October 10

Landels, Ripley & Diamond
of San Francisco, California

Our firm consists of 89 attorneys and is noted for it� experience
in litigation' energy and environmental lau.J, publtc fmance,
tax, corporate and securit£es law.
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
Octob<'r 10

LSSS Speaker's Committee Suggestions
Each year the I.SSS Speaker's Committee sponsors
presentations by prominent legal figures. Who are the
speakers you would most like to hear at the Law School during
the 1986-87 school year? (please also indicate that speaker's
area of expertise):

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing

interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

Friday, October 24

for positions with the firm during summer, 1987

If you cannot suggest a particular speaker, but know of an
interesting legal issue or trend that might make a good
symposium or discussion topic, please list it below:

We are a 63-attonzey San Francisco firm occupying a restored
Our practice includes
brick building in historic Jackson Square.
real estate, environmental, bankruptcy and generaL business law,
and commercial litigation.
Students' interview request cards are due in the Plac e ment
October 10

Office on

Please put suggestions in the box in front ofroom 100
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Worsham, Forsythe, Sampels &
Wooldridge
of Dallas, Texas
will be interested in interviewing 2nd and 3rd year students on

Shefsky, Saitlin & Froelich
of

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested
2nd and 3rd year students on

Tuesday, October 28

Wednesday, October 29
for positions with the firm during summer, 1987.
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on

October 10

Whyte & Hirshboeck
of Milwaukee, Wisconsin
will be interested in interviewing 2nd and 3rd year students on

Monday, October 27

Chicago, Illinois

for positions with the firm during summer, 1987.
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
October 10

Muc� Shelist, Freed, Denenberg,
Ament & Eiger
of Phoenix, Arizona
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

Thursday, October 30

for positions with the firm during summer, 1987.

for positions with the firm during summer, 1987

Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
October 10

Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
October 10

Long, Aldridge & Norman
of

Atlanta, Georgia

Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris & Sisk
of

Albuquerque, New Mexico

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested
2nd and 3rd year students on

is pleased to announce that we will be interviewing interested
2nd and 3rd year students on

Friday, October 31

Wednesday, October 29

for positions with the firm during summer, 1987.

for positions with the firm during swnmer, 1987.

Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
October 10

•

Sacks, Tiemey & Kasen
of

Phoenix, Arizona

Students' interview request cards are due in the Place�ent Office on
October 10

Keck, Mahin & Cate
of

Chicago, illinois

is pleased to announce that we will be interviewing interested
2nd and 3rd year students on

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested
2nd and 3rd year students on

Friday, October 31

Thursday, October 30 and Friday, October 31

for positions with the firm during summer, 1987.

for positions with the firm during summer, 1987.

Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
October 10

Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
October 10
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Gendel, Raskoff, Shapiro & Quittner
of Los Angeles, California

Testa, Hurwitz & Thibeault
of

Boston, Massachusetts

will be interviewing all interested 3rd year students for
summer, 1987 positions on

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested
2nd and 3rd year students on

Wednesday, October 29

Wednesday, October 29

Our firm consists of 52 attorneys and is departmentalized into three
general areas of practice: corporate reorganization and business
insolvency, banking and finance and business litigation.

We are a full service firm with a particular emphasis on high technology, venture capital and securities work

Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
October 10

Miller, Nash, Wiener, Hager & Carlsen
of Portland, Oregon
will be interviewing interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

Tuesday, October 28

for full time and summer positions.
Associates to join the firm this year include students with records of
academic and personal distinction, including clerks of the United States
Supreme Court, the Ninth Circuit, and the Oregon Supreme Court and Court
of Appeals.
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
October 10

O'Connor, Cavanagh, Anderson, Westover,
Kil1ingsworth & Beshears
of Phoenix, Arizona
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested
2nd and 3rd year students on

Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
October 10

Vedder, Price, Kaufman & Kammholz
of Chicago, fllinois
will be interested in interviewing 2nd and 3rd year students
for summer and permanent associate positions on

Wednesday, October 29
Our firm of 130 attorneys is engaged in a multifaceted practice
which includes specializations in corporate and business
matters, litigation for businesses and individuals, labor law
and health care law.
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
October 10

Quarles & Brady
of

Milwauhee, Wisconsin

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested
2nd and 3rd year students on

Tuesday, October 28

Monday, October 27

for posito
i ns with the firm during summer, 1987

for positions with the firm during summer, 1987.

Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on

Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on

October 10

Lerch, Early, Roseman & Frankel
of Bethesda, Maryland

October 10

SANTA FE SOUTHERN PACIFIC
CORPORATION LAW DEPARTMENT_

is pleased to announce that we will be interviewing interested
1st, 2nd and 3rd year students on

will be interviewing students for our summer clerk program
(Class of 1988) and for attorney positions (Class of 1987) for our
Chicago office on

Wednesday, October 29

Thm'Sday, October 30

Our firm consists of 28 attorneys. The firm's dynamic and
rapidly-growing regional practice includes practice areas in
real estate, bankruptcy, tax and corporate law, health law,
banfling law, and civil and criminal litigation in state and
federal courts.

The Law Department consists of 65 attorneys, 30 of whom are
in the Chicago headquarters office. Our proacice encompasses
virtually all areas of civil law, including extensive litigation,
general corporate and securities, labor, transportation,
contracts, environmental,
real estate, energy, and natural
resources.

Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
October 10

Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
October 10
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Peterson, Ross, Schloerb & Seidel

of Seattle, Washington
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing

Monday, October 27

Tuesday, October 28

of Chicago, Illinois

interested 2nd and 3rd year students o n

for summer clerkships and permanent associates' positions
for 1987

for positions with the firm during summer, 1987

Students' interuiew request cards are due in the Placement Office on
October 10

St!Ldents interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
October 10

Seyfarth, Shaw, Fairweather & Geraldson
of Chicago, Illinois
Los Angeles, California
New York, New York
Washington, D.C.
San Francisco, California
will be interviewing all interested 2nd and 3rd year students
for summer and permanent positions in 1987 on

Wednesday, October 29 and Thursday, October 30

·

Hyman, Gurwin, Nachman,
Friedman & Winkelman
of Southfield, Michigan
will be interviewing all interested interested 2nd and 3rd year
students for summer 1987 positions on

VVednesday, October 22

Our firm consists of 200+ attorneys engaged in a general
business practice with emphasis o n management labor and
employment law.

We are looking for associates for a law practice specializing i n
all aspects o f commercial and multi - family real estate
development, commercial litigation at all levels of the state and
federal courts and administrative agencies, family law, and
tax and business planning

Students' intervew
i
request cards are due in the Placement Office on
October 10

Smdencs' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office
on October 3

Gibbs, Roper, Loots & Williams
of

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested
2nd and 3rd year students on

Monday, October 27
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
October 10

Dewey, Ballantine, Bushby, Palmer &
Wood
of New Yorli, N. Y. and Washington, D.C.

Lurie Sklar & Simon
of Chicago, Illinois
will be interviewing all interested 2nd and 3rd year students
on

Wednesday, October 29
for positions with the firm during summer, 1987.
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
October 10

Ball, Hunt, Hart, Brown, & Baerwitz
of

Los Angeles, California

will be interviewing interested 2nd year students on

is pleased to announce that we will be interviewing interested
2nd and 3rd year students on

Wednesday, October29

Thursday, October 30

for positions with the firm during summer, 1987.

for our New York off
ice and

Monday, October 27
for our Washiington , D. C. office.

Students' interview req!Lest cards are due in the Placement Office on
October 10

Our firm consists of over 60 attorneys and maintains offices in
both Los Angeles and Long Beach, California. The practice of
the firm includes substantially all types of civil litigation and
business, corporate and real estate matters.
Students ' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
October 10
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Brown & Wood

lATE SIGN-UP PROCEDURE
If you miss

n

deadJjne, you may still be able to sign-up for an interview after the

sign-up sheet becomPs

available.

Check the list of names attached to the sign-up

of New York, New Yorh
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing

interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

sheet. If the list in<i
icates slots avrulable:
1. print your name on the list
2. sign up for an interview time
3. fill out a late request sheet attached to the sign-up sheet and put it in the late

request box (21 0 HH).

The ads contained in thls insert may still be available for late sign-up.

Monday, October 27
for positions with the firm during summer, 1987
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
October

Arnstein, Gluck, Lehr, Barron & Milligan
of

Chicago, Illinois

will be interested in interviewing 2nd and 3rd year students on

Monday, October 27
for positions with the firm during summer, 1987.
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
October 10

Rudnick & Wolfe
of

Chicago, Illinois

is pleased to announce that we will be interviewing interested
2nd and 3rd year students on

Thursday, October 30 and Friday, October 31
for positions with the firm during summer, 1987.
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
October 10

Hunton & Williams
of

Richn:ond, Virg inia

10

Morgan, Lewis & Bockius
of

the Washingoton, D.C. office

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested
2nd and 3rd year students on

Tuesday, October 28
for positions with the firm during summer, 1987.
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
October 10

Price, Heneveld, Huizenga & Cooper
of Grand Rapids, Michigan
will be interviewing all interested 3rd year students for
positions with the firm on

Wednesday, October 29
Our firm specializes in patent, trademark, a.nd copyright law.
Interviewees must have an engineering or chemistry undergraduate
degree or similar technical background.
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Off
ice on
October 10

Kirkland & Ellis
of

Washington, D.C.

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested
2nd and 3rd year students on

is pleased to announce that we will be interviewing interested
2nd and 3rd year students on

Thursday, October 30 and Friday, October 31

Wednesday, October 29

We are a l'JlUlti-office firm of 356 lawyers located in Richmond,
Washington, New York, Raleigh, Norfolll, Fairfax, and
Knoxville, engaging in civil litigation of all hinds, commercial
and administrative law, "white collar " criminal litigation and
pro bono work on a regional and national level.
Students' interv.ew
i
request cards are due in the Placement Office on
October 10

Our office consists of 52 attorneys, engaged in a diversified
practice, with an emphasis on litigation, environmental
regulation and administrative proceedings. The firm
encourages younger attorneys to gain experience in a variety of
practice areas and offers early responsibility and hands-on
exper ience.
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on
October 10

\
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Students Migrate North
from pageone
activities, Seyfarth and Sedor vis1ted
Denlai National Park, the home of Mt.
McKinley. They traveled over most of
the state's limited roads, swam in the
Yukon River, saw grizzly bears, went
whit-e-water rafting, camped and visited
quaint fishing tov.rns. The two even
caught some large fish of their own and
have pictures to back up their claims.
Sedor said one of his best remembered
experiences was when he and four
friends drove toward the North Pole to
celebrate the Summer Solstice - an
unofficial holiday and the longest day of
Alaska's year.
"At two a.m. it was so bright we were
still wearing sunglasses," he said.
Purcell, interned in the autumn, and
witnessed the drastic changes i n
Alaska's seasons. He arrived in
Alaska at the end of summer when the
days were still fairly long.
But in
December, when he left., winter held
daylight hostage wi th the exception of 1 1
a.m. to 3 p.m.

Sedor, Seyfarth and Purcell all
returned from Alaska with much more
thnn lots of fish stories and a healthy
outdoor glow. The ndvantage to
intemjng i n Alaska, Seyferth said, is
the chance for increased responsibility
and "hands on" experience, even as
first-year law students.
"They reward competence more
quickly and it's more individualistic'"
he said.
"It's not the Lype of work where the
partner looks at your memo and shoves it
in his drawl!r."
Seyferth said Alaska will soon
become the land of opportunity again, not
for gold this time, but because of several
major events which ,viJJ affect the state.
First, Alaska will host the winter
Olympics i n either 1992 or 1996. Second.
though the oil i ndustry in AJaskn is
depressed, as it is everywhere, Se)ferth
said it is bound to make a strong
comeback.

Kansas City where you're 500 miles from
anywhere." But as for Sedor himself,
Alaska has only one other drawback.
"I� doesn't have a baseball team," he
said.

But Alaska doesn't have everything
for everyone. Sedor warned that

Notices

Brennan to Judge Drug
Testing for Moot Court
u'Om page ono
of participantsfrom las� years compet.1L1on
is
counting on a lnrge
number o
participants for the completion. It is hoped
that President Reagan's annonC'ement
concerning drug testing will stimulate a
lnrge turn out for the Moot Court.
According to Board member Bruce
Rothstein, "The board is very excited about.
this years topic." In additon, it is expected
thnt the presence of Justice Brennan will
stir intel'est, causing an increase in both
participatnts andspectators.
Though Michigan has traditionally
had a Supreme Court Justice serving on the
Moot Court panel, the last two competitions

r'

failed to o attract one. It has become
inC'reasingly difficult to convince a
Justice to come, because several have a
rule against visiting the same school
l\viCe, wruie others are rather old and find
it difficult to travel.
ln addition to the introductory
meeting today, the Campbell Competition
i s sponsoring a brief writing seminar
given by Profeessor Doug Kahn. The
seminar will be given on Thursday
Oct.ober 16 in room 120, at 3:30 p.m. There
'vill also be detaHs forthcoming about an
oral advocacy seminar to be held in the
near future.

LAW SCHOOL GOLF TOURNAMENT
Law review is nice. Winning the
Campbe11 Competition mRy impress a
few firms. But nothing \vill quite make
dollar signs flash
before your
interviewer's eyes as the resume builder
of "1986 Law School Golf Champion."
Even if you don't rut the ball like Seve
BaJlesteros, or putt like Ben Crenshaw,
come out and enjoy the serenity of a
round of golf. The tournament (9 holes)
is on Sunday morrung, Oct. 12 at 3 p.m.,
and the cos� is a mere eight dollars. A
sign-up sheet will be available from 9-2
on both Thursday and Friday of this
week at the table in fron� of Room 100.
Space is limited, so sign up early. For
further information, contact · Craig
Sumberg at. 995-3967, or drop a note in his
pendaflex.
JURORS NEEDED Here is your chance
tO be a juror in a mock tnnl. On October
14 from 12-5 and again of October 1 6 from
12-5, the Child Advocacy Law Clinic 'vill
be holding a mock trial in the Moot Court
Room i n Hutchins Hall. The subject
matter deals with child abuse and
neglect. To obtain more details, call
Mary Jo Lawson at 763-5000 or simply
show up on one of the days of the trials.

PARTY! PARTY! PARTY! The LSSS
Social Committee is planning to hold a
cocktail party on Friday, October 10,
from 8-12 midnite in the Lawyers Club
Lounge.
MOOT COURT COMPETITION An
introductory meet.ing for the 1986-87
Henry M. Campbell Moot Court
Competition will be held on Wednesday,
OcLober 8, at 4:30 in Room 250. This
year's
issue
will
be:
The
Constitutionality of Mandatory Drug
Testi ng.
MEDICAL NOTICE The Res Gestae 1s
sponsori ng free and confidential
pregnancy, strep and mono t.esting. For
information, please call 668·8737.
LSSS CLOTIDNG SALE The Social
Committee of the LSSS will be holding its
clothing sale. They11 be taking orders
for t-shirts, sweatshirts, shorts,
sweatpants, and sweaters with
"Michigan Law" or a law school crest
printed or embroidered on them. They
will also be selling clothing that is
lenover from last year's sale. The sale
will take place in front of Room 100 on
Oct. 8-14, from 9-3:30. The orders wil l be
ready in about six weeks.
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Arts
Warning! Blue Velvet is Strong Stuff
It's a strange world. You can't buy a
copy of Playboy at your local Seven
Eleven store, but, in about si x months, the
home of the Big Culp will gladly rent you
a videotape of David Lynch' s new movie,
Blue Vcluet. Dlue Velvet, which is
currentl y plnying at the Ann

Arbor

Theater, is un doubtedly tho strnngest
and most unsettling movie

I've ever

seen. It makes Playboy look about as
menacing as n bowl of pooch Jell-0.
But strongonoss is whnt movi<'goors

have como to expect from David Lynch,
the director ofDune, Tlte Elcplw.nt Man,
and Eroserheod.

C r<'aled for moss

distribution, Dun('

and

Tlte Elephant

Man are fairly normal moVles. On the
other hand, Eraserheod, Lynch's first
full-length feature, IS a surpassingly odd
film - a "cult classic" like The Rocky

Horror Picture Show, only

billion

about e1ght

times as wetrd.

About five years ago,

I ren d an

interview of Lynch in Rollrng Stone. lie
made the reportA?r meet h1m 1n a Big Boy
restaraunt
was

at exactly

when

the

3:00 because that

prefab

In

much more like Eraserhead than Dune,

By Jim Kornic

milkshnke

machine, in Lynch's opinion, churned
out the best. shakes. Right.
Just let me say this. Blue

Veluet is

re a l i ty ,

the

plot

is

fturly

candle flickenng, of the older woman's

untmportant in Blue Veluet. Lynch uses

h ps

movie for a first date. If The Sound of

these parallel affairs as an excuse to

cor\)ur<'d forth from the unconscious of
Danny.

Music i s your favorite movie, don't go see

explore the two sides of male/female

Blue Velvet . Even i f you can deal with

relationships. One is t. syrupy, teen-love

scary movies, you might wont to think

sort of romance,embodied in Danny's
relationship with the gi rl his own age.

twice about seeing it. A lot of people left

the theater.

His relationship with the older womlln is

With those caveats in place, maybe I
should describe the movie. Blue Velvet
tells

the

story

of

Donny

(Kyle

much darker, more passionate and ul·
timntcly violent.
r think Lynch is trying to show us thnt

MacLachlan, who also starred as Paul

just beneath the surface of all of our lives,

Atreides in Dune), a young man who

even in such a sleepy town as Lumberton,

can't resist mysteries. One day, he finds

is

a severed human ear in a field behind
his house. His curiosity leads him to
break into the apartment of a mysterious
woman, played by Isabella Rosellini,
whom he thinks is involved in the case.
From his hiding place in the closet, he

n

very strange and disturbing world.

The sappy Fifties music that Lynch uses
throughout the movie becomes an icon of
this point of view. When you think about

it, Blue Veluet is not

as

harmless a

song

as you think. The light-as-air melody IS
betrayed by the sex""Ual suggestiveness of

witnesses a series of very bizarre and

the phrase, "blue velvet." Blue velvet

violent sex acts that the woman performs

not pink taffeta - we just are trained not

with a deranged man named Frank,

to notice what the song is really saying.

IS

played by Dennis Hopper. Eventually,

I think it is Lynch's point that we all

the young man becomes involved with

hnvc learned to walk through life mth

the older woman, and, unfortunately,

blinders on. Lynch wants to show us

with Frank and his friends. As Donny
becomes involved mth the mysterious

our

woman, he also falls in love with a girl

subjegntion that is inherent in romantic

(Laura Dern, daughter of Bruce) about

snymg,

"Hit me" - seemingly

which means it is definitely not a good

Dlue Velt•et tells us that life is a coin
\�ith two s1drs. Which

to

show

us

the

I hnvc to admit that I think I likedBlue
movi<'. To bo more accurate, I was
riveted by Dlue

love. That's why he'll often disrupt n
scene with a series of distorted images

vestigation.

of Danny's critically ill father, of n

nrc as strnngt> ns some of those in this
movi<'. I th1nk that I have a pretty wild
imnginnt1on, y<'t Lynch left me shaking

my h<'nd in a cou ple of instances.

The best thing about Lynch is that he
isn't arty - he's just incredibly strange.
If you liked A{terhours more than
Beverly 1/ill:>

Cop.

I

didn't wnrn you.

GIVE BLOOD.

+
AmcriciUl Red Cross
Uk11d 'tt·rY14'4

hfM•tl·•··Vi1•·•, Mldltg"OU\ �m

Graduating Law Students
Boston University School of Law
Graduate Tax Program
offers you an opportunity to achieve competence in a specialized field that offers excellent JOb
opportunities. Attend full-time and earn your LL.M. degree in taxation in one academ1c year. Attend
part-time and vary your course load to accommodate your workload. Come one evening a week or
more, depending on your schedule. Classes f re conveniently arranged from 4 to 6 p.m., or from 6
to 8 p.m. You will study with leading tax prJctitioners and teachers. Our practical program will
encourage the optimum development of your professional skills.

Graduate Tax Program
Boston University School of Law
765 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, MA 022 1 5
or call: 6 1 7/353-3 1 OS
1\n,tnn lJn1 v�·r:.1 t y I' .111 equal opportunity in�tnutlon.

then you just might

like Blue Velvet. Just don't say that I

Attention

For an application and a catalog please write:

Veluet. I admire a

director that cnn come up with scenes that

violent

his own age, who helps him in his i n ·

more real to

Vc lu et, if i t IS possible to "like" the

whnt lurks beneath the surface of all of
lives,

is

Lynch !!{'ems obvious.
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Diversions
D. Gustibus Samples Waves ofNew Ethnic Quartet
(Author's note: The ensuing series of
restaurant reviews would not haue been
possible without the exquisitely honed
tastebuds, discriminating palates, and
irreparably damaged digestive systems
of the following: Becky Ginsburg, Paula

and Sammy Hill, Marty Karo, Terri
Kramish,

Marcia

McBrien,

Miram

Pickus, and assorted guest gullets that
will appear from time to time.)
Finally

Dominic's?

ready
Do

to

you

move

find

past

yourself

yearning for sometrung beyond Krazy
Jim's Blimpy Burgers?

Look no more, friends. D. Gustibus is

here to direct you to new and wonderful
places to eat.

This week, D. Gustibus goes to Braun

Court, a quartet of restaurants sitting

snugly

across

Fourth

Avenue

from

Kerrytown. All four are what one would

with a nut-like flavor that beat hot fudge

sauce for at least one sugarpho�ic. Iced
ginger tea was also a good way to end the
meal. Hot tea, it should be noted, comes
with

dinner

and

is

attentively

replenished throughout the meal.

Service, be it also noted, was great 

polite, informed, and prompt. Whoever
i s runrung the show at

doesn't

Fuji

the perception

- probably accurate -

that Midwestern palates require mild

seasonings. At least one other group of

going so far as to call the chef out to

of warm pita bread.

raving about the food at La

Casita, even

congratulate him - so maybe it's just

us.

We don't think so, though.

Ann Arbor, next to Middle IGngdom.

garlic-scented and tangy, with a subtle

Arbor's

unobtrusive. We went i n with high

smoked taste you usually don't find in
this dish. The tabouli - a fresh parsley

pinatas hanging from the ceiling and

pointed.
The China Gourmet offers a wide, but

the dressing.

better things.

shrimp and vegetable combination was

kibbeh - ground lamb and bulgar

first

although the selection of vegetables was a

- was a success, especially since this

The real stars of the meal, however,

half-hearted meat loaf. The kibbeh was

sauce, seasoned with mint and parsley.

Our next stop, La Casita de Lupe, was a

hoped for a change in the state of Ann
Mexican

cuisine

-

well,

friends, the operative word here is still

"bland."

The

decor,

whjch

eschews

other touristy stufT, had us hoping for
But those hopes were shattered with the
sip

of

our

non-alcoholic

margnritas. (None of the Braun Court

that trus is the best Cltinese restaurant in

Decor is spare and simple; the music is
expectations, and we were not disap

not bewildering, array of entrees. A

good, as

was spiced tofu \vith vegetables,

bit limited.

as being "just like the real thing," were

whoever's back in the kitchen

with Fuji, a Japanese

Hs doors in spring of '86. The first thing
we noticed, as we wnlkCid in, is that

someone was intelligent about the decor;

it's unr'�rstated, it's not. hokcy, and i t

carries out the ethnic theme of the

rest.aurnnt. Papered-over windows let in

light but give a feeling of isolation; it's a
very effective touch. Background music

is quiet. Decor is minimalist.
The

menu,

however,

is

not.

minimalist. We started off with (what
else?}

an

sashimi.

assort.menL

Our order

ofsushi

was

and

presented

beautifully, and our local sushi expert

pronounced i t good, with one or two

exceptions. The "California Roll," for

i nstance,

was

tasty,

but

we

found

(horrors!) what looked like generous

orange hunks of King Krnb rolled up

wh1ch all four restaurants will use, will

future.) These drinks, which were billed

overly sweet and tost.ed very strongly of
tin

can.

Appetizers

order

got mixed reviews. An

of guacamole

was good. The

avocados were ripe, nnd the onions and
garlic mixed in with them were real, not

powdered. The presentation was a bit
strange: a clean nvocado pit nestled,

wnif-likc, in the center of the dish ("Can

we take it home, Mom?"). A bean and

vt>getnble soup wns dismissed with, "lf I
weren't watching my spoon, I wouldn't

know 1 was eating anything." The soup

was good enough - just not interesting.

Entrees got much the same reception

ns the soup. Enchiladas, tacos, burritos,
quesudillas

-

all

suffered

blandness. The blandness may

be

from

due to

wi th the avacado slices.

Salad followed ncu:t,but we could have

done wi thout it. The combination of

iceberg lettuce and a few shnvings of

radish was unimaginative, despite the

could

be

ordered

S£"paratt•ly. An appetizer of spmach with

sesaml:' set•ds, Komae, was delicious, as

was an oiTcnng of skewered seafood and
veg<'tnbles. A clear miso soup with

chopped scallions and tofu nlso received
praisl'.
Tht'

cntrt'es

got

uniformly

solid

reviews, allhough some wt>re more solid

than others. Chicken tenyaki wns good,
i f a bit chew). Shrimp nnd Vl'getablE.'
tl'mpura was ctisp, light nnd free of oil

The

pro::�entalion

wus

especially

impressiv<
· h!:'re: the Leriynki come wi th
small Vl'lWl,lbles nrrnngl.'d to resl.'mble a

�lotion pictures are society's bathroom

m1rror; they reflect t.he good, the bad, and

th<' ugly aspects of our culture.
�rnphic detail.

In

And when the movies

undNgo dramatic

tlt;Ually

is

thematic shifts, it
indicative of a larger

:;uciological transformation.

The motion picture industry 1s now

l'XJ><'Iiencing a dtsturbmg trend among

tlw themes of its recently released
lll0\1CS

Ko, that trend h� nothing to do

w1th the Ramboesque vaneties.

Rather,

concern has been voiced over the union of
two previously taboo themes: erotica and

We

"medium spicy" dishes, and got our

popular

China

Gourmet a tip of the hat and the

much-coveted Gilded Palate Award.

The Cedar Tree, a Middle-eastern

restaurant, closes out this quartet. D.

Gustibus visited The Cedar Tree on the

first night it opened. It was, all things
considered, an auspicious debut. Not

only was the decor i n step with ihe ethnic

theme; hostess and waiters were also
dressed in native garb.

Appetizers were uniformly good. We

'Dirty'

Fragrance

does

a

dc;osst'rt in Jnpnn. With good reason: the

sauce wns n nice surpl'i!:ie - sweet, but

woefully

inadequate job of portraying n JudiC'ial

clerk caught i n the grips of one of the
nation s 'rowdiest' court systemR.

Co

starring Ed "The Disrobing Bandit"

Jensen.

Rnted XXX (nudity, explicit

sexual content, multiple chins, l>oring
legal vocabulary).
Deep

Pocket.

Illustrative:
Debbie Doos The Dallas Trial Courts.

with bulgar and spices - is occasionally
Baby eggplants stuffed with rice,

picture.

patterned

to

sl'ek

Lovelace

fame

and

fortune

pursuing jury verdicts from som<' of the
starring Donn Pickens.
explicit.

stuffing.

Both

pineapple,

and

nut.s

were

the occasional

entnes

come

with

strawberry that could

hnve doubled for dessert..

Dessert, however, is not to be passed up

here. The baklava

is

delicious, but a

traditional rice pudding,

rosewater,

was

a

scented

happy

with

surprise.

Western taste buds may find that the

"perfumy" taste takes some getting used
to: the first bite is strange, but the third is
positively addictive.

NEXT

TIME: D. Gustibus takes you

to restaurants you have to hock your first
born child for. Until then, campers.

belt. Rated XXX (nudity, explicit sexual

content, repulsive law)er jokes, ugly
nn1mnls).

The Devil

Hnrry

v.

Scams'

Miss Jones. Producer
incorporation

of the

Marbury v. Madi:Son argumentation into

the dialogue of a skm flick.

EvE'n the

s<'xunl content, boring dialogue).

a

Vanity Faire sheds her midwestern

naivite

pine

aside from

nfter

notOrious movie of the bunch, thl' ploi. is

loosely

and

delicious,

bl.'st of ideas oft times wanders far from

S<'l'.

Co·

Rnt<'d XX..'X

sexunl

content,

queen )'lary Lynne "Star" Chnmbl"rs

prOV<'

accompanied by the traditional yogurt

Possibly t.hl' mo,;t

multiply dmly.

may

dish is all too often made to resemble

Business

unconscionablE' takeover strau•g�es).

examples

layered with a pine nut and onion filling

friendly. Another plus: the prices were

very reasonable. D. Gustibus gives The

The utles, larg<'ly ummaginative copi<!s

Some

Entrees also got soid
l reviews. Baked

substnntial fruit garnishes of grapes,

Our waiter was prompt, helpful and

phenomenon. Fl'w try.

n

a bit more lemon juice i n

piece of gristle that found iLs way into lhe

but it was worth every fire-breathing

kidnt'y !wan sauce OVI.'r icC? C'ream, which

our wniter informt>d us is

by

minute.

of

Few cnn explain this

benefitted

ground lamb,

for bemg tough and uninterl'stmg.

pictures,

and bulgar wheat salad - might have

sinuses cleared for the next s1x months,

(nudity,

Por dessert, we sel<>cted sweetened

there

requested

law-related movies at an appalling rnte.
succl"sslul

wonderfully

available.)

business.

garden. A lubRter dish, included in one

previously

is

means

largest corporations you'll ev('r

of the combination orders, f,lrl:'d less W<'ll

version

(Uncooked kibbeh - raw lamb stuffed

'Liw law.'

�lovie-makers are producing 'dirty'

an

Cedar Tree's

the menu as being hot and spicy, and

Saffron

by John C. WendJandt

Much bctt.er was a selection of Japanese
which

were chicken with cashews and

Movies & Law; a

rice vinegar dressing thnt came with it.
pickles,

is ea.sy to get wrong. It looks like library

disappointment. For those ofyou who had

eggplant dish. These dishes are listed on

We begin

The babaganooj was especially good.

This sauce, made from roasted eggplant,
paste, so it had better not taste like it. The

be added to the Court sometime in the

resaurnnt and the first of the four to open

and pine nuts, and came with a basketful

Chinese food lovers will want to try
The China Gourmet D. Gustibus thinks

countenance sloppy service.

gustatory possibilities.

Arbor's range of

babaganooj, baked

k.ibbeh, and grape leaves stufTed with rice

restaurants have a liquor license; a bar,

to Ann

tabouli, hummus,

diners supported this observation by

term "ethnic restaurants;" all are new

additions

ordered a selection of appetizers, called

Maza, to start our dinner. Maza includes

Behi n d Ju�tice Green's Door. Porn

takes the nudtence on

a

less-than·

official tour of the courtroom . Bnnnl.'d b)

the ABA, the National Law) l'r s GUild,

the ASPCA, nnd most states

10

the bible

the mark.

Rated XXX (nudity, explicit

Those who have sought to explain this

thoroughly revolting

trend

of 'legal

porn' point to a few examples of unheeded

wnrmng lights:
Glenn Close's tight
fitting skirt in Jagged Edge, Debra

Winger's suggestivl' 'eating binge' in

Lcgnl Engles, Paul Newman's less
than-exl"mplary sll"eping habits in The

\'('rdict, nnd Kate Hepburn's steady chin
m Adam' s Rib. Strang<'ly most of the
l<'gnl professionals conlactt'd regarding

this controversy ofTered no opinion on thl"
subjl'CL
Few knew or understood the
concepts of 'motion pictures' or 'sex ·
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Feature
Bright Fluorescent Lights, Big Classroom
by John C. Wendlandt

an appellate brief.

I sat up straight, as straight as I could,

My brain screamed out the warning.

and glanced down to my right. Past my
tennis shoe.

Past the crushed paper

But my body would not respond. Typical.
My arms hung limp at my sides. In

Toward my most elusive tool of writing,

my right hand was clutched a pen. A
very heavy pen. A'pen that was slowly

retrieval. Shucks. I put my head back on

inching its way out of my grasp. I could
feel it going but couldn't do a damn thing

ond rolled. It came to rest underneath the

but an accumulation of bullshit. I guess
inertia swept me into law school.
always

chair next to me. A vacant seat. Thank

God!

Surely, I thought, this most grevious
breach of classroom etiquette would
bl"ing the world down around my ears. I
would be sent from the classroom, dime
in hand, to call my mother. Suspended.
I was wrong. My head lifted slightly
and enabled me to peer about the room.

Somewhere,

somehow, along the way I lost sight of the
end

and

now

I

I can't recall what motivated me to
A thousand pasty
A

thousand times I've responded in the
same fashion.

unintentional civil disobedience. The
professor had not even paused in his

profession that enabled me to exercise

A badge of this

I liked to golf. So, here I am. Tight, huh?

What did I want?

I entered law because I

had a strong desire

an

Where I grew up all Dicks

lawyers; to succeed.

Where was I going?
become an attorney.

becoming

success was Wednesday afternoon golf.

aimlessly about its murky midsection.

Nary a soul had taken note of my act of

relentless march through some body of
rules called the Uniform soine- thing or
other. Sexy.

forethought.

wander

faced interviewers have inquired.

on

and Janes aspired to become doctors and

Focus?
Why was I here?

planned

I had

attorney, a plan cemented with little

So, this was law school. The foundry

tunnel's

Candid responses

buy you surrunary disposal.
The true reason? Hell, what is truth

my arm, turning my wrist on the way to

of tomorrow's legal metal.

It's a game of thrust and parry few

their legal education.

note the time remaining in class, and

fell into that state of unconsciousness

bounced up, and hit it again. It clattered

I hated this guy.
Playing the
straight and narrow had proven to be

escape becoming proficient at during

It was too far away to attempt

only a law school class can evoke.

My pen crashed against the floor,

I lied. Through my teeth and straight
it.

I had always planned on becoming an attorney, a plan
cemented with little forethought.
to stop it. How long is this sonofa...?
Smash!

He postured serious during the nasty

onto his interviewer form . We both knew

coffee cup and matching spill-stain.
my pen.

Floating, actually.

Face-down.

to work in a

my mind, to create works of art. I would

Through the inky depths of my legal

bits.

self. defining; this guy was straight and
narrow. And a success.
Gradually, I became conscious of the
drool puddle that was slowly advancing
toward my outstretched arm. I closed m y
mouth, raised my head, and wiped off m y
notebook

with

sweatshirt.
my neck.

the

sleeve

of

my

I leaned back and twisted

The lights burned two holes

into my skull and I donned a pair of
sunglasses to mask the wounds.

My

nose ran from a perpetual cold. I needed
some more of that white cold medicine.
Before me, down at the front of the
room,

like

a

conductor leading

an

orchestra of the deaf, the professor was

Somewhere, somehow, along the way I lost sight of the
tunnel'S. end and now I wander aimlessly about its
murky midsection.
existential crisis floated the voice of my
pro- fessor.

He was jabbering about

something numerical.
Why?

Memorize it?

I rolled my head to one side and

studied the creep to my left. Blech. A six
foot asshole. He followed the professor's

sawing the air with his arms. I could see
his lips moving but could not make heads
or tails of what he was saying.

It was

like a foreign language, a tongue with
which I was unfamiliar.

A language for

those people who thought that i t all

find, explained m y interviewee self,

every movement, his eyes sparkling at

mattered. I think that I used to know it. I

the prospect of class participation.

intellectual stimulation swimming in

smiled and chuckled where appropriate.

don't remember.
Tragic, isn't it?

Lowenstein Sandler

He

Hinckley, All en, Tobin &
Silversteinoss, Dixon &
Masback

of Roseland, New Jersey
will be interviewing all interested 2nd and 3rd year students
for 1987 positions on

of Providence, Rhode Island

Friday, October 17

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested

We are delighted to announce that in 1987 our starting salaries
for permanent associates will be at the rate of $55,000 a year
and that salaries for summer 1987 associates will be at $1 ,OOC
a week. We have openings for fifteen attorneys in both
programs.

2nd and 3rd year students on

Tuesday, October 14
for positions with the finn during summ er, 1987
"

L aw In The R aw
Super Students

Serious Judge
It had been a long day in traffic court and the judge
sat listening to the final case.

BY LIONEL GLANCY

The police officer

testifed that he had observed the defendant traveling
above the posted speed limit.
In response, the defendant testified on and on about
the prevailing road conditions, the amount of traffic

. .

op1mons are so
The reason why Supreme Court
se we let geeks
becau
is
incomprehensible nowadays
.
loose 1n the
run
Dimon
Sam
and
e
like Abner Green
library.
bout some former
An anonymous third year talking a
"stellar'' Michignn law students.

and, of course his innocence. Then, absolutely certain
he had acquitted himself, he proclaimed, "Why, your
honor,

fll even

take a lie detector test!"

"Son," the judge wearily replied, "I
detector."
TheABA Journal

am

the lie

At noon they stopped for lunch at a downtown
restaurant frequented by members of the bar.

l1 was

crowded and a local lawyer and his client sat down
with them.
Mter being introduced to Emily, the lawyer asked if
there were any changes at home since her father had
�
been appointed a judge.
"No,'' she said. After a brief pause she added,

High- Class Help
Shortly after William T. Bodah was appointed to be
a U.S. bankruptcy judge he brought his 1 1 -year old
daughter Emily with him to do some cleanup work at
the court on

a

Saturday morning.

"Well, there's one thing different. Mom says we now
have a federal judge to take out the t1·ash."
The ABA JournaL

